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Interfacial engineering of LiMn2O4 (LMO) is a promising candidate strategy to improve lithium storage performance of the cathode electrode in lithium-ion batteries (LIBs). However, although the use of interfacial engineering strategy showed a positive eﬀect increasing cycling stability at the slow charge process due to the
relaxed destruction of the LMO structure, there are unsatisfactory ultrafast lithium storage performances, which
results from the extremely limited electrochemical kinetics. Therefore, in the present study, we newly developed
a conductive F-doped SnO2 (FTO) interfacial layer to implement superb lithium storage kinetics of LMO. As a
results, there provide attractive functionalities in terms of eﬃcient electron and Li+ diﬀusion, relaxed Mn
dissolution and volume expansion at LMO, as well as an improved electrical conductivity at the electrode,
resulting in the outstanding lithium storage performance (speciﬁc capacity of 76.6 mAh g−1 with the capacity
retention of 82.2% at 10 C), a superb cycling capability (the speciﬁc capacity of 114.9 mAh g−1 and the capacity
retention of 97.1% at 1 C), which is surpassing the results of previous studies. Therefore, this novel conductive
FTO interfacial layer can be used as an eﬀective route to improve ultrafast lithium storage kinetics of the LMO
material in LIBs.

1. Introduction
In recent years, owing to the global issues of eco-friendliness and oil
shortage over the world, much eﬀort has been invested into replacing
gasoline-powered devices by electrically-powered devices, such as
electric vehicles and unmanned drones [1–3]. However, these devices
still suﬀer from critical problems of low mileage and long charging
time, which considerably limits their practical applications. Therefore,
the diverse approaches, including the reduction of body weight, enhancement of motor eﬃciency, and improvement of battery performance, have become an important technology to improve the mileage
and charging rate of the electrically-powered devices [4,5]. In particular, lithium-ion batteries (LIBs), due to their good cycling stability
with high energy density, low memory eﬀect, low self-discharge, and
eco-friendliness, have become the main power source for the electric
vehicles. However, the practical performances of the LIBs do not
meet all the requirements, such as mileage over 300 miles and charging
time above 10 min, to expand the demand of the electric vehicles [6,7].
Therefore, to overcome these problems, a challenging research to

obtain ultrafast lithium storage kinetics of the LIBs (named ultrafast
LIBs) has been considered using the electrode materials (cathode and
anode) [8,9]. Among the cathode materials of the LIBs, the spinal
LiMn2O4 (LMO) is reported to be one of the potential materials for the
LIBs due to its high theoretical capacity (148 mAh g−1), high power
density at high reaction voltage (3.5–4.5 V), non-toxicity, and cost-effectiveness [10–12]. Unfortunately, in the use of the LMO, the poor rate
capability and cycling stability at ultrafast condition arises predominantly due to the following three main problems: (1) Mn dissolution and the Jahn-Teller distortion; (2) limited electron and Li+
diﬀusion rate; and (3) low electrical conductivity [13–15]. In order to
improve the ultrafast lithium storage kinetics using the LMO, various
approaches have been proposed through the LMO modiﬁcation by
surface coating, cation doping, and morphology control [16–19].
Among these new approaches, the surface coating by protecting layers
(e.g., Al2O3, CeO2, ZnO, and MoO3) is a promising way to enhance lithium storage kinetics by suppressing the Mn dissolution and volume
expansion or facilitating electron and Li+ diﬀusion of the LMO during
charge/discharge processes [20–22]. However, although the reported
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structure and morphology of all samples were analyzed using ﬁeldemission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) and transmission
electron microscopy (TEM). To examine the distribution of the elements
in the FTO the LMO, the analysis of Energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometry mapping (EDS-mapping) was performed. The electrical conductivity of all electrodes was examined using a Hall-eﬀect measurement system (Ecopia, HMS-3000).

surface coating demonstrated the improved lithium storage kinetics
with cycling stability and rate capability at the low current density of
1–2 C, there was a rapid degradation of the lithium storage kinetics
over 6 C due to the critical electrochemical behavior limiting the
electron and Li+ diﬀusion at the LMO electrode and generating a rapid
destruction of the LMO structure, resulting in a poor ultrafast cycling
stability with a low speciﬁc capacity. In this context, the development
of a novel conductive interfacial layer with accelerated electrochemical
kinetics is necessary to improve the ultrafast lithium storage kinetics for
next-generation LIBs.
In the present study, we introduce a novel conductive interfacial
layer of conductive F-doped SnO2 (FTO) on the LMO surface for accelerating the electrochemical kinetics for the ultrafast LIBs. In particular, as F atoms substitute for O atoms in SnO2 structure, FTO has a
high electrical conductivity by formed extra electron as well as excellent physical/chemical stability by stable Sn-F bonds, which thus is
chosen as interfacial layer to improve the lithium storage kinetics [23].
The FTO deposition is performed using the horizontal ultrasonic spray
pyrolysis deposition (HUSPD), which is a solution-based process to form
a uniform and dense thin-layer structure. This can be a competitive
factor in our study due to the attractive advantages of the HUSPD
characterized by cost-eﬀectiveness and a simple system procedure as
compared to the vacuum-based processes (e.g., magnetron sputtering,
chemical vapor deposition, and atomic layer deposition). Introduction
of the conductive FTO interfacial layer oﬀers the advanced eﬀects for
the ultrafast lithium storage kinetics speciﬁcally, not only fastening the
electron deliver rate at the electrode, but also improving electron and
Li+ diﬀusion and structural stability of the LMO. Therefore, the conductive FTO interfacial layer on the LMO surface displays an impressive
ultrafast cycling capacity, as well as cycling stability and a high rate
capability.

2.4. Electrochemical characterization
The electrochemical properties were analyzed using the coin-type
cells (CR2032, Hohsen Corp.), which is composed of Li metal foil
(Honjo Chemical, 99.8%) as an anode, the FTO-LMO samples as a
cathode, a porous polypropylene membrane (Celgard 2400) as separator, and a 1.0 M LiPF6 solution dissolved in mixture of dimethyl
carbonate and ethylene carbonate (1:1) as electrolyte. The electrodes
were prepared on an Al foil as current collector using the mixed slurry
consisting of 70 wt% FTO-LMO samples as the active material, 10 wt%
ketjen black as the conducting materials, and 20 wt% polyvinylidene
ﬂuoride as the binder in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone. The electrodes were
dried in a vacuum oven at 100 °C for 10 h. The mass loading amount of
the FTO-LMO samples was optimized with 8.4 ± 0.4 mg cm−2. All the
coin-type cells were assembled in an argon-ﬁlled glove box with
maintained O2 and H2O contents below 5 ppm. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy analysis was performed at frequency range of 102
kHz to 10-2 Hz by applying an AC signal of 5 mV. Charge-discharge tests
of the electrodes were measured using a battery cycler system
(WonATech Corp., WMPG 3000 model) in the potential range of
3.3–4.3 V (versus Li/Li+). The cycling performance was demonstrated
up to 100 cycles at current density of 1 C (128 mA g−1). The rate performance was observed at current densities of 1C, 3C, 5C, 7C, and 10 C.
The ultrafast lithium storage performance was examined up to 500cycles at 10 C. The cyclic voltammetry curves were measured at a scan
rate of 1 mV s−1 in the voltage of 3.3–4.3 V (versus Li/Li+) by using a
potentiostat/galvanostat (Ecochemie Autolab, PGST302N).

2. Experiments
2.1. Chemicals
Lithium manganese oxide (LiMn2O4, LMO) powders were purchased
from POSCO M-TECH. Tin (IV) chloride pentahydrate (SnCl4·5H2O),
ammonium ﬂuoride (NH4F), and ethyl alcohol (C2H5OH) were purchased from SAMCHUN, Sigma-Aldrich, and Duksan, respectively. All
chemicals were used without further puriﬁcation.

3. Results and discussion
Fig. 1 shows a schematic illustration of the HUSPD for formation of
the conductive FTO interfacial layer on LMO surface. Owing to the
horizontally supplied precursor solution by a uniform carrier gas ﬂow
into the reaction chamber, the HUSPD could produce a uniform layer
structure of low thickness [23]. First, the droplets with F and Sn ions
formed by ultrasonication were horizontally supplied onto the LMO
surface by the carrier gas (see Fig. 1a). Second, the FTO was formed on
the LMO surface by following the formation process (see Fig. 1b)
composed of several steps, namely: (1) evaporation of the solvent; (2)
condensation of the solute in droplets; (3) thermal decomposition.
During thermal decomposition, the droplets wetted on the LMO surface
could form the FTO interfacial layer by their heterogeneous nucleation
(see the chemical reactions in Eq. (1)) [23].

2.2. Introduction of conductive F-doped SnO2 (FTO) interfacial layer on
LMO surface
Conductive FTO interfacial layer on LMO surface was performed
using horizontal ultrasonic spray pyrolysis deposition (HUSPD). For
FTO deposition, the precursor solution was prepared by dissolving
0.68 M SnCl4·5H2O and 1.19 M NH4F into mixed solvent with ethyl
alcohol and deionized water, in which, the mole ratio of Sn/F was ﬁxed
at 1/1.76 to obtain the optimum performance of conductive FTO interfacial layer. And then, prepared solution was sprayed onto the LMO
maintained at 420 °C in reaction chamber by an ultrasonic atomizer
(1.6 MHz). During the HUSPD, the carrier gas ﬂow rate and stage rotation speed were ﬁxed at 15 L min−1 and 5 rpm. In order to optimize
the ultrafast lithium storage kinetics of the LMO using the conducting
FTO interfacial layer, the deposition time of the FTO was controlled to
0, 12, 20, and 28 min (herein designated as bare-LMO, FTO-LMO12,
FTO-LMO20, and FTO-LMO28).

SnCl4 + 2H2O + NH4F → SnO2:F + 3HCl + NH4Cl + HF

(1)

Thereafter, the nucleated FTO interfacial layer was gradually
stacked along the surface of the LMO, leading to the formation of the
conformal and dense FTO thin layer on the LMO surface [24]. Therefore, the introduction of the novel conductive FTO interfacial layer on
the LMO interfacial surface can act as both eﬃcient charge diﬀusion
and a stable protecting agent for the LMO to improve ultrafast LIB
performance (see Fig. 1c).
Fig. 2a shows the XRD patterns of bare-LMO, FTO-LMO12, FTOLMO20, and FTO-LMO28. The main characteristic diﬀraction peaks of
all samples were found at 18.7°, 36.2°, 43.9°, and 63.9°, which corresponds to the (1 1 1), (3 1 1), (4 0 0), and (4 4 0) planes, respectively, of
the LMO phase with the spinel structure (space group of Fd-3 m, JCPDS

2.3. Characterization
The crystal structure was determined by X-ray diﬀraction (XRD)
with Cu Kα radiation in the 2 theta range from 10 to 90° with a step size
of 0.02°. The chemical bonding states was investigated using X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) with Al Kα as X-ray source. The
2
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an increase of the FTO deposition time, the diﬀraction peak intensities
of (3 1 1) plane in FTO-LMO12, FTO-LMO20, FTO-LMO28 is decreased
by 20%, 40%, and 57%, respectively, compared with the peak intensity
of (3 1 1) plane in bare-LMO. In addition, as a result of Energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometry mapping (EDS-mapping), an atomic percent
of F and Sn atoms of FTO-LMO were 0.59% and 11.95% for FTOLMO12, 0.80% and 16.38% for FTO-LMO20, and 1.30% and 24.04% for
FTO-LMO28, respectively. This result is in agreement with the XRD
result (see Fig. S1). To conﬁrm the chemical states of the FTO on the
LMO, the XPS analysis was performed. The binding energies emitted
from the XPS spectrum (see Fig. 2b–d) were calibrated using the
binding energy of C 1s (284.5 eV) used as reference. Fig. 2b shows the
full scan spectrum of FTO-LMO20 with F 1s, Mn 2p, O 1s, and Sn 3d
peaks, indicating the presence of F, Mn, O, and Sn elements without
another impurity phase. In Fig. 2c, the Sn 3d XPS spectrum of FTOLMO20 shows two major peaks at 486.6 eV for Sn 3d5/2 and 495.1 eV
for Sn 3d3/2, indicating the existence of Sn4+ state related to SnO2
phase [23,26]. In addition, a minor peak at 487.7 eV for Sn 3d5/2 and
496.3 eV for Sn 3d3/2 was emitted, which is consistent with the Sn-F
state related to the formation of the FTO phase, as conﬁrmed by F 1s
spectra (see Fig. 2d) [23,26]. The eﬀect of F doping into SnO2 lattices
can improve their electrical conductivity by creating extra free electrons [23]. Furthermore, the formed free electrons increased the electrical conductivity to achieve a faster charge transport at the entire
electrode. In addition, as shown in Fig. S2, the Mn 2p XPS spectra of
FTO-LMO20 had two diﬀerent signals at 642.4 eV for Mn 2p3/2 and
654.1 eV for Mn 2p1/2, with the energy separation of 11.7 eV and
consisting of the Mn(IV) (red area) and Mn(III) (blue area) states with
the 1:1 area ratio, suggesting the existence of the LMO phases with the
1:1 stoichiometric ratio of Mn(IV) and Mn(III) [11,27]. Therefore, the
XRD and XPS results prove the presence of the FTO formed on LMO
using the HUSPD.
Fig. 3 shows (a–d) low-magniﬁcation and (e–h) high-magniﬁcation
FESEM images of bare-LMO, FTO-LMO12, FTO-LMO20, and FTO-

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration for formation mechanism of conductive FTO
protecting layer on the LMO interfacial surface using the HUSPD.

card No. 035-0782) [25,26]. These results suggest that the LMO phase
of all samples remains the spinel structure without any structural variation during the FTO deposition. In addition, due to the relatively
small amount of the FTO as compared to the LMO, no diﬀraction peak
related to the FTO phase is observed in the XRD results. However, with

Fig. 2. (a) XRD patterns of bare-LMO, FTO-LMO12, FTO-LMO20, and FTO-LMO28, (b) XPS full scan spectrum of FTO-LMO20, and XPS spectra obtained from (c) Sn
3d (d) F 1s of FTO-LMO20.
3
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Fig. 3. (a–d) Low and (e–h) high-magniﬁcation FESEM images of bare-LMO, FTO-LMO12, FTO-LMO20, and FTO-LMO28 and (i) schematic illustration for formation
of the conductive FTO protecting layer with thin-layer structure with the deposition time of the HUSPD.

patterns of LMO and FTO are showed by ring patterns corresponding to
the (1 1 1) and (3 1 1) plane for LMO and (1 1 0) plane for FTO, respectively. (see Fig. S3) [30,31]. This interfacial layer structure of the
FTO is also conﬁrmed by the energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometry
(EDS) mapping results of FTO-LMO20 to show the distribution of the
Sn, F, and O atoms on the LMO (see Fig. S4). For the thickness of the
conductive FTO interfacial layer, due to the growth of the FTO particles
by the increase of the FTO deposition time, FTO-LMO28 (34.6–39.5 nm)
is higher than that of FTO-LMO20 (9.1–14.4 nm). The higher thickness
of the FTO layer over 30–40 nm can act as a Li+ diﬀusion resistance to
reduce the ultrafast LIB performances [32,33]. In addition, the interlayer spacing of 4.78 Å corresponding to the (1 1 1) plane of the LMO
and that of 2.42 Å corresponding to the (2 0 0) plane of the FTO are
clearly observed in Fig. 4e and f, respectively. Speciﬁcally, the interlayer spacing of the FTO is a larger value as compared to that of SnO2
(2.40 Å), which is due to the substitution of smaller O2– (ionic radius
1.32 Å) by F− with a larger ionic radius (1.33 Å) in the SnO2 [34,35].
That is, when F is doped into SnO2 lattices, the Sn-O bonding state is
transferred to the Sn-F bonding state to produce free electrons, thereby
providing an improvement of the electrical conductivity to oﬀer an
eﬃcient electron transfer at the electrode during the ultrafast cycling
process [36]. Accordingly, the SEM and TEM results show a successful
formation of the novel conductive FTO interfacial layer on the LMO
surface, which can be useful in improvement of ultrafast lithium storage
kinetics by providing an eﬃcient charge transfer and a good structural
stability of the LMO. To investigate the electrical behavior of the
samples with diﬀerent thickness values of the conductive FTO interfacial layer, the electrical conductivity of the electrodes assembled with
bare-LMO, FTO-LMO12, FTO-LMO20, and FTO-LMO28 was measured
using the Hall eﬀect measurement. As shown in Fig. 5, with an increase
of the FTO deposition time, the electrical conductivity improved from
4.24 × 102 S cm−1 for the bare-LMO electrode to 6.28 × 102 S cm−1
for the FTO-LMO28 electrode. Speciﬁcally, the FTO-LMO20
(6.25 × 102 S cm−1) and FTO-LMO28 electrodes (6.28 × 102 S cm−1)

LMO28, respectively. Bare-LMO shows the aggregated structure of
10.4–18.8 um in diameter (see the insets of Fig. 3a) composed of primary particles with the diameter of 204.8–496.2 nm (see Fig. 3a). With
an increase of the FTO deposition time, gradual enhancement of the
diameter on the aggregators from 206.4 to 499.3 nm for FTO-LMO12 to
231.5–525.8 nm for FTO-LMO20 was observed (see Fig. 3b–d). This
indicates that the FTO deposition on the LMO was successfully performed by the HUSPD. In addition, while bare-LMO reveals a smooth
surface of the primary particles (see Fig. 3e), for FTO-LMO12, FTOLMO20, and FTO-LMO28, the FTO particles were observed on the LMO
surface (see Fig. 3f–h). This phenomenon is directly related to the
mechanism of the HUSPD to form a conformal and dense thin-layer on
the LMO surface (see in Fig. 3i) [23,24,28]. That is, when the deposition time of FTO was 12 min, the isolated particles on the surface could
be formed by the evaporation-condensation route of the droplets. With
an increase of the FTO deposition time, the isotropic stacking of the
developed particles was gradually generated along the LMO surface,
leading to the formation of the conductive FTO interfacial layers of
diﬀerent thickness and morphology on the LMO by the adjustment of
the FTO deposition time. Therefore, the structures of the conductive
FTO interfacial layers coated on the LMO can act as an important factor
in terms of improving ultrafast lithium storage kinetics. To further investigate the structures of the conductive FTO interfacial layer on the
LMO surface, the analysis of transmission electron microscopy (TEM,
Gwangju Center, Korea Basic Science Institute) was performed (see
Fig. 4). Compared to bare-LMO (Fig. 4a), an interfacial layer structure
was found to be covered on the LMO surface of FTO-LMO12, FTOLMO20, and FTO-LMO28 (see Fig. 4b–d). In particular, while a rough
thin-layer structure was formed due to the isolated FTO particles, FTOLMO20 and FTO-LMO28 clearly showed the conformal and dense thinlayer structure along the LMO surface, which can play a protecting role
by restraining the Mn dissolution and volume expansion of the LMO
structure so that to improve cycling stability [11,29]. In addition, in a
selected-area electron diﬀraction (SAED) analysis, the diﬀraction
4
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Fig. 4. (a–d) Low-magniﬁcation TEM images of bare-LMO, FTO-LMO12, FTO-LMO20, and FTO-LMO28, and (e–f) High-magniﬁcation TEM images obtained from the
LMO and FTO of FTO-LMO20.

possess a higher electrical conductivity (1.47 times for the FTO-LMO20
electrode and 1.48 times for the FTO-LMO28 electrode) than the bareLMO electrode. This led to an improvement of the electron transport
rate at the electrode of the LIBs resulting from an increased thickness of
the conductive FTO interfacial layer. Therefore, the conductive FTO
interfacial layer can be helpful in terms of improving the ultrafast cycling performance by a fast electron transfer at the entire electrode. To
investigate the electrochemical kinetics related to charge transfer resistance and Li+ diﬀusion on the eﬀect of the conductive FTO interfacial layer on the LMO, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
analysis was performed using fresh cells constructed with bare-LMO,
FTO-LMO12, FTO-LMO20, FTO-LMO28. Fig. 6a shows Nyquist plots of
all cells at the open-circuit potential in the frequency range of 105 kHz
to 10-2 Hz. The equivalent circuit used impedance analysis are in the
insert of Fig. 6a. The semicircle in the high-frequency region and the
inclined line in low-frequency region represent the charge transfer resistance (Rct) at the electrode-electrolyte interface and Warburg impedance, respectively [37,38]. Due to the optimized thin thickness of
the conductive FTO interfacial layer, the charge transfer resistance
gradually reduced from bare-LMO to FTO-LMO20. However, FTOLMO28 shows an increased charge transfer resistance compared to FTO-

Fig. 5. Electrical conductivity of the electrodes fabricated from bare-LMO, FTOLMO12, FTO-LMO20, and FTO-LMO28.

Fig. 6. (a) Nyquist plots and (b) relationship between Zreal and ω-1/2 in the low frequency range of all electrodes.
5
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LMO20, which can be attributed to the thick thickness to interfere Li+
diﬀusion into the LMO. In addition, this behavior of the electrochemical
kinetics is consistent with the result of Warburg impedance. As shown
in Fig. 6b, Li+ diﬀusion coeﬃcient can be obtained from the low-frequency slope of Warburg impedance using Eqs. (2) and (3) [8,39].

Z real = R e + R ct + σw ω−1/2

(2)

D= R2T 2/2A2n4F 4C2σw 2

(3)

S6). In addition, in the initial charge-discharge stages, the speciﬁc capacity of all samples is gradually recovered due to activation of LMO
which is required to store Li ions into LMO structure. The rate capabilities at charge and discharge processes (see Fig. S7) of the FTOLMO20 electrode demonstrate outstanding results as compared to
previous reports of surface-coated LMO electrodes (see Fig. 7b)
[22,40–49]. Speciﬁcally, as compared to the other electrodes, the FTOLMO20 electrode shows a much better speciﬁc capacity of
114.9 mAh g−1 with the superb capacity retention of 97.1% after 100
cycles when cycled at the current density of 1 C, which is ascribed to
the conformal and dense thin-layer structure of the conductive FTO
interfacial layer that eﬃciently prevents the Mn dissolution and volume
expansion of the LMO (see Fig. 7c). However, although the LIB performance using the LMO electrode is commonly remarkable at the
general current density (1 C), the ultrafast cycling performance at 10 C
for widening the application areas of the LIBs may rapidly decline due
to the accelerated eﬀect of critical destruction of the LMO structure by
the Mn dissolution and volume expansion, as well as the limited electrochemical kinetics by the reduction of electron and Li+ diﬀusion time
[14,15]. In previous reports, although the protecting layers such as
ZrO2 and YF3 were coated on the LMO, the rapid degradation of the
ultrafast cycling capacity at 10 C as compared to 1 C was observed
(75.0% for ZrO2 and 45.5% for YF3). Therefore, in the present study, in
order to prove the eﬀect of the conductive FTO interfacial layer on the
LMO surface, we measured the ultrafast cycling performance of all
electrodes at the current density of 10 C during 500 cycles. As shown in
Fig. 7d, while the bare-LMO electrode displays an extremely low speciﬁc capacity of 31.6 mAh g−1 after 500 cycles with the capacity retention of 70.8%, there is a noticeable improvement of the ultrafast
cycling performances with both a good speciﬁc capacity
(76.6 mAh g−1) and the capacity retention (82.2%) on the FTO-LMO20
electrode. These excellent performances can be mainly attributed to the
introduction of the conductive FTO interfacial layer with the favorable
electrical conductivity (see Fig. 5) that accelerates electron delivery at
the electrodes during the ultrafast cycling process, as well as to the
eﬀects of the eﬃcient charge transport (see Fig. 6) at the LMO and

where Re is bulk resistance of the cell, corresponding to the combined
inﬂuence of electrode, electrolyte, and separator, σw is the Warburg
impedance coeﬃcient, D is the Li+ diﬀusion coeﬃcient, A is the electrode area, n is the number of electrons per molecule, R is the gas
constant, F is the Faraday constant, and C is the molar concentration of
Li ions. The calculated Li+ diﬀusion coeﬃcient indicates that FTOLMO20 has the highest value (10.5 × 10−12 cm2 s−1) as compared to
other
samples
(6.9 × 10−12 cm2 s−1
for
bare-LMO,
−12
2 −1
7.6 × 10
cm s
for FTO-LMO12, and 8.9 × 10−12 cm2 s−1 for
FTO-LMO28 (see Fig. S5). This observation suggests that the conductive
FTO interfacial layer with the optimum thin thickness can eﬃciently
enhance the ultrafast lithium storage performance of the LIBs by improving electrochemical kinetics of the LMO.
Fig. 7a shows the rate performance of all electrodes at the current
density of 1 C, 3 C, 5 C, 7 C, and 10 C. With an increase of the current
density, while the speciﬁc capacity of the bare-FTO electrode rapidly
degraded, the electrodes coated with the FTO showed an increased
speciﬁc capacity from FTO-LMO12 to FTO-LMO20. This is mainly induced to the facilitated electron and Li+ diﬀusion on the LMO surface
by the optimum thickness of the conductive FTO interfacial layer;
however, for the FTO-LMO28 electrode, to thicker thickness of the
conductive FTO interfacial layer, a decreased rate capability as compared to that of the FTO-LMO20 electrode is observed. In particular,
speciﬁc capacity of FTO-LMO20 (88.6 mAh g−1) at 10 C is higher than
SnO2 coated LMO (57.4 mAh g−1) prepared by the same method as
FTO-LMO20, which is due to higher electrical conductivity of FTO interfacial layer (6.25 S m−1) compared to SnO2 (4.33 S m−1) (see Fig.

Fig. 7. (a) Rate-performance at current densities of 1 C, 3 C, 5 C, 7 C, 10 C, and 1 C, (b) Comparison of rate-performance with previously reported results of surface
coated LMO cathode materials in the LIBs, (c) cycling stability at current density of 1 C up to 100 cycles, and (d) ultrafast cycling stability at 10 C up to 500 cycles.
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Fig. 8. FESEM images of (a) bare-LMO and (b) FTO-LMO20 after charging/discharging test at 1 C for 100 cycles and 10 C for 500 cycles.

4. Conclusions

structural prevention of the LMO (see Fig. S8). To trace the function of
the conductive FTO interfacial layer on the structural stability of the
LMO during the ultrafast cycling process, the comparison of the structure variation between the bare-LMO (Fig. 8a) and FTO-LMO20 electrode (Fig. 8b) obtained from decomposed coin-type cell was performed
using the FESEM measurement. After 100 cycles at 1 C, while the bareLMO electrode showed a partial destruction of the LMO structure, the
FTO-LMO20 electrode completely maintained an aggregated structure
without any structural variation. This is due to the relaxation of Mn
dissolution resulting from Jahn-Teller distortion by the conductive FTO
interfacial layer, which is proved by the reduced shift of anodic and
cathodic peaks after 50 cycles at the scan rate of 1 mV s−1 on the FTOLMO20 electrode ( ± 0.017 V) as compared to that of the bare-LMO
electrode ( ± 0.039 V) (see CV curves of Fig. S9) [50,51]. In the CV
curves, the ﬁrst cathodic peak (~3.9 V) is exhibited by removed Li ions
in tetrahedral sites having Li-Li interaction. The second cathodic peak
(~4.1 V) is attributed to the removal of Li ions from the remaining
tetrahedral sites in non-interaction site. Furthermore, at the ultrafast
cycling process (current density of 10 C), the aggregated structure of
the bare-LMO electrode was completely destructed to form the isolated
particles after 500 cycles. On the other hand, the FTO-LMO20 electrode
clearly retained the primary structure even after 500 cycles, though
showing ﬁne expansion of primary particles. This result suggests that
the conductive FTO interfacial layer dramatically prevents the Mn
dissolution and volume expansion even during the ultrafast cycling
process, which is also consistent with the EIS results (see Fig. S10)
[39,51,52]. Therefore, in our study, strikingly improved ultrafast cycling performances of the FTO-LMO20 electrode have been achieved by
introducing the novel conductive FTO interfacial layer on the LMO
surface. The performance improvement can be attributed to the following three major eﬀects of the conductive FTO interfacial layer
(Fig. 9): (1) the optimized thickness helps to facilitate electron and Li+
diﬀusion at the LMO, improving the rate capability; (2) the conformal
and dense thin-layer structure assists the prevention of the Mn dissolution and volume expansion during cycling, causing an enhancement
of the cycling stability; and (3) the improved electrical conductivity
accelerates the electron delivery at the entire electrode during the ultrafast cycling process, leading to striking ultrafast cycling performances with both a speciﬁc capacity and the capacity retention at 10 C.

In the present study, we successfully developed the conductive FTO
interfacial layer on the LMO surface using the HUSPD. With optimization of the FTO deposition time, the LMO coated with the FTO deposited during 20 min (LMO-FTO20) represented a conformal and
dense thin-layer structure on the LMO interfacial surface, which is effective to protect Mn dissolution and Jahn-Teller distortion of the LMO
generated during cycling process. In addition, this structure showed
improved eﬀects of electrical conductivity and charge diﬀusion rate to
improve electrochemical kinetics for the lithium storage performance.
Therefore, when the electrode with LMO-FTO20 was used as a cathode
material for the LIBs, the striking ultrafast lithium cycling performance
(the speciﬁc capacity of 76.6 mAh g−1 with the capacity retention of
82.2% at 10 C after 500 cycles), together with an improved cycling
capability (the speciﬁc capacity of 114.9 mAh g−1 and the capacity
retention of 97.1% at 1 C after 100 cycles) was observed, which can be
attributed to the following attractive functionalities of the conductive
FTO interfacial layer. First, the impressive rate capability is caused by
the eﬃcient electron and Li+ diﬀusion resulting from the introduction
of the conductive FTO interfacial layer with optimized thickness.
Second, the improved cycling stability is ascribed to the eﬀect of alleviated Mn dissolution and volume expansion by the conformal and
dense thin-layer structure covered on the LMO surface. Third, the excellent lithium cycling performance is mainly related to the accelerated
electron transport kinetics at the entire electrode by high electrical
conductivity as the result of doping eﬀect of F into SnO2. Therefore, the
optimum conductive FTO interfacial layer introduced on LMO surface is
a promising strategy of cathode material for improving the ultrafast
lithium storage performance in LIBs.
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Fig. 9. Schematic illustration of the main eﬀects on the FTO-LMO20 electrode for improving ultrafast lithium storage performances.
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